Poulsbo Sportsman Club
5/18/2020
These rules add to and modify the existing PSC Rifle and Pistol Range Rules and SOPs for range use by
PSC members while the Washington State COVID 19 safety proclamations from the Governor’s Office
are in effect. Violation of these rules will result in the immediate suspension of membership, pending
review by the Executive Board.
These rules are being used to ensure shooters/members adhere to the state’s social distancing
requirements during the COVID 19 pandemic.
Shooters will be assigned a specific shooting point and are not permitted to freely roam the facility. If
there are shooters waiting in the parking lot for a specific range, (i.e. the 7.5 yard range), your range
time will be limited to one hour. Stand-up shooting benches will be marked to indicate the shooting
locations and only one shooter is permitted at the seated benches. Members waiting for a firing point to
become available are asked to wait in their vehicles.

1. SIGN IN: All shooters will sign-in with the Range Safety Officer and be assigned a shooting
position before removing any firearms and equipment from their vehicles. Firearms and
equipment will not be removed from your vehicle until your assigned shooting position is clear
and the RSO grants you permission to occupy the firing point. You will only be assigned one
shooting position.
2. NO GUESTS: No guest(s) will be allowed on the range.
3. FAMILY MEMBERSHIP: Unless range usage allows, Families will only be assigned one shooting
position and only one member at a time is permitted at the firing point unless providing
supervision.
4. HEALTH CONTROLS: Members should bring their own cleaning supplies and PPE. You are
responsible for protecting yourself. If you are sick, STAY HOME. Members should consider
bringing their own staplers, staples, shooting rest, and other items needed to help prevent the
spread of the virus. These available club items may be available at the range for your use, but
by bringing your own, you will help to prevent the potential of spreading the virus.
5. SHOOTING HOURS: Shooting hours are 9 am to 5 pm
6. CHANGES: These rules are subject to change and cancellation, as the conditions warrant. They
are intended to get the members back shooting without violating any COVID19 proclamations
and putting anyone’s health at risk. There were intentionally kept brief.
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